Introduction
Telicity of change-of-state predicate has been argued to arise from a homomorphism between the event and a bounded participant, e.g. incremental themes, paths, and properties (cf. Krifka (1989 Krifka ( , 1992 Krifka ( , 1998 , Dowty (1991) , Tenny (1994) , Jackendoff (1996) , Kratzer (to appear)).
In recent work Hay et al. (1999) , Kennedy and Levin (2001) correlate telicity with the boundedness of a scale of change of a participant (generalizing over previous approaches). The scale is inherent in inherent change-of-state (1a-b) and overt in resultatives (1c).
(1) (a) John ate the apple.
(Progress of event Boundedness of the event arises from boundedness of the scale, e.g. when the result XP is explicitly bounded (i.e. a goal-marking PP, a non-gradable Adjs, certain gradable Adjs, etc. (Wyngaerd 2001 , Beavers 2002a ).
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However, boundedness doesn't explain the following distributional differences: All of these result XPs yield telic predicates, but senseless/into PPs have wider distributions.
I claim these distinctions are due to durativity and scalar gradability.
(4) Claim #1: The durativity of any change-of-state event is directly correlated with the gradability of the scale of change: Event Scale Durative Gradable Punctual Non-gradable Claim #2: The appropriate homomorphism to describe this is an abstract movement relation, which captures both this correlation and the telicity/boundedness correlation. This is based on previous work on prepositional resultatives (Beavers, 2002a,b) . Steve Wechsler (2002, to appear) arrived at similar conclusions working primarily on adjectival resultatives, and I draw heavily on his insights even though our models differ in important respects.
Beyond Telicity -Durativity and Some Observations about Resultatives
Durativity is the "subdividability" of the event, i.e. whether or not it has discernable subparts (Engelberg, 1999 , Beavers, 2002a Intuitively, verbs like notice just entail a transition, from noticed to not noticed, whereas a verb like build entails a process of building with subevents.
(5) Future+for/in test (durative+for/in have both a duration and after reading; punctual+in has only the after reading): Some predicates are underspecified, e.g. semelfactives may be punctual or iterative and some non-semelfactives allow either reading (though they may typically be durative or punctual). We can now explore the data in (3) on grounds of durativity.
Wechsler (2002, to appear) noticed the following distinctions among adjectival result XPs. All of these Adjs are bounded and telicity doesn't govern their distribution, but durativity does:
(9) (a) The sheriff will beat/batter the outlaw senseless in five minutes. (duration : durative) (b) The sheriff will shoot the outlaw dead in five minutes. (after : punctual) (c) The sheriff will knock the outlaw senseless in five minutes. (duration/after).
Dead requires the verb it combines with to be punctual; the others impose no constraints.
Beavers ( Durativity but not telicity correlates with these distributional differences:
(11) (a) The gray sky will dim into/to dusk in ten minutes. (duration : durative) (b) Mary will startle me into indiscretion in six minutes. (after : punctual) (c) I will duck into the cave in two minutes (after : durative).
Here we see that to requires a durative predicate but into doesn't seem to care.
There is an interesting contrast between dead and to death.
(12) (a) The sheriff will shoot the outlaw dead in five minutes. (after : punctual) (b) The sheriff will shoot the outlaw to death in five minutes. (duration : durative)
While dead requires one shot, to death requires multiple shots, thus the weirdness of (13b).
(13) (a) After firing several shots, the sheriff finally shot the outlaw dead.
(b) #After firing several shots, the sheriff finally shot the outlaw to death.
We see the following durativity constraints: 3 The Durativity/Gradability Correlation Gradability is the subdividability of a scale, i.e. whether it denotes a binary or multi-valued scale (Sapir, 1944 , Bolinger, 1972 , Kennedy, 2001 Now we can now state the durativity/gradability correlation I claim exists in the introduction.
Adjectival Result XPs:
Wechsler attributes the distribution of adjectival XPs we saw before to durativity/gradability. The gradable Adj is understood non-gradably (flat vs. not flat).
Note a subclass of (17) with semelfactives:
(20) (a) John stamped the tulips flat.
(b) John shot the outlaw dead.
(21) (a) Semelfactive + (bounded) gradable adjective: punctual or iterative reading (b) Semelfactive + non-gradable adjective: punctual reading Durativity ensures gradability of the scale and punctuality ensures non-gradability, although it appears that gradable Adjs are actually underspecified for gradability.
Prepositional Result XPs:
We've already seen the following cooccurrence restrictions for to/into:
durative or punctual (b) more to/into the lake Note again the following subclass of (22) (Beavers, 2002a , Boas, 2003 . 
Durativity and Inherent Scales of Change

A Complete Event Homomorphism Model
I've argued above that durativity is separate from telicity, but we can nonetheless understand the durativity/gradability correlation in terms of the same homomorphism, sufficiently constrained. We can verify a homomorphic relationship between the event and scale visually: John's progress to the store is measured overtly by the path he walks, whereas his progress into the office is marked by a transition from one point outside the office to another.
Intuitively, these are basic properties of motion:
-A motion event starts when the figure leaves the source point.
-There may or may not be a middle bit he progresses along adjacently.
-The event ends when he arrives at the goal point. Krifka (1998) argues that movement derives from Movement Relations (MR) that preserve:
Coextensiveness:
The event begins at the beginning of the path and ends at the end of the path.
Adjacency:
Progress from one part of the event to an adjacent part corresponds to progress from one part of the path to another (but not necessarily forward).
Mereological Complexity: Each part of the event maps surjectively to a part of the path.
Mereological complexity isn't an isomorphism: two subevents could map to the same subpath.
But as we've seen above beginnings map to beginnings, endings to endings, and middles to middles if they exist (regardless of the internal complexity of middle).
Therefore, mereological complexity should be isomorphic up to tripartite complexity.
There appears to be no difference between this and non-motion change-of-state:
(29) (a) John built the house. (b) John noticed the painting.
As John buils the (initially non-existent) house it progresses adjacently through different levels of builtness until finally reaching built, whereas for notice the change is a transition.
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Following Beavers (2002a) , I propose that all dynamic predicates impose a Generalized Movement Relation (GMR), an MR over all scales (including paths). 
£
Complex Objects (¥ § ) have at least three (a beginning, middle, and end). 
These constraints arise from three places.
Lexical Constraints: Lexemes impose complexity constraints (which I'll assume for now are basic although they're presumably derivable from more basic lexical semantic properties): Pragmatically, a human must draw in a sequenced manner and thus it must be durative, but context can trump pragmatics, if for instance there's a printer that draws a circle all at once. 
Putting the Pieces
Violates tripartite isomorphism Violates tripartite isomorphism 
The internal complexity of the middle events/paths is irrelevant, so long as coextensiveness and bipartite/tripartite isomorphism holds.
In all cases coextensiveness holds, ensuring telicity.
Conclusion
Claim #1: There appears to be a correlation between durativity and gradability.
English deverbal adjectives (Kennedy and McNally, 2004 ) and cross-linguistic data support this claim (see Beavers (2003) on Japanese goal-marking, Kiparsky (2001) Therefore telicity/boundedness and durativity/gradability are not basic but are derivative of a more general concept.
